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Glass & Electronics Cleaners/Furniture Polish

GLASS CLEANERS - NON-AMMONIATED

A. ECONO GLASS CLEANER PRIME SOURCE®

Ready-to-use institutional glass and other hard surface cleaner. Effectively cuts through
greasy films and soils.
75004054 75004054 1 gal. 4/cs.

B. FILM FREE GLASS & PRIME SOURCE®

MULTI-SURFACE CLEANER

Ready-to-use, non-ammoniated glass and multi-surface cleaner. A fast-drying formula that
leaves surfaces clean and streak-free.
75004050 75004050 1 qt. 12/cs.
75004051 75004051 1 gal. 4/cs.
75004055 75004055 1 gal., Concentrate 4/cs.

C. PROFESSIONAL EASY-OFF® RECKITT BENCKISER

AMMONIA-FREE GLASS CLEANER

Concentrated, ammonia-free formula makes up to 10 gallons of cleaning solution. Leaves
surfaces streak free and film free; highly effective in removing dirt, smoke film, smudges, 
fingerprints, food and drink spills, grease and more. Cleans windows, glass mirrors, display
cases, telephones, appliances, tile, vinyl, laminated plastics and more.
58345116 75116 1 gal. 4/cs.

ELECTRONICS CLEANER

D. PLEDGE® ELECTRONICS CLEANER JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Anti-static formula Pledge for computers, TVs, VCRs, stereos and other electronics.
15204323 94323 9 oz. 12/cs.

FURNITURE POLISH

E. GLAZE LEMON FURNITURE POLISH PRIME SOURCE®

A rich blend of natural beeswax and carnauba wax. Protects furniture against water marks,
scratches and stains. May also be used on plastic and vinyl.
75004065 75004065 16 oz. 12/cs.

F. FURNITURE POLISH CLAIRE

Contains lemon oil to protect and preserve wood. A rich blend of cleaners and silicones for
easy one-step dusting, cleaning, and polishing on a wide variety of surfaces including 
furniture, Formica® and plastic. Fresh, zesty lemon fragrance. Removes finger marks,
smudges, grease marks and stains with one wipe. A dust-free shine that lasts.
25950811 C811 20 oz. 12/cs.

G. PLEDGE® JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Furniture Polish - Aerosol
Unique blend of rich, natural waxes cleans and brightens dull furniture without waxy build-
up. Anti-Dust™ formula repels dust.
15204431 94431 121/2 oz., Country Garden 12/cs.
15209439 94399 121/2 oz., Lemon 12/cs.
15200002 94430 18 oz., Lemon 6/cs.
Furniture Polish Wipes
Cleans, polishes and protects furniture. Leaves a natural, protective shine with no wax 
build-up. Perfect for quick touch-up dustings. Cleans up fingerprints and smudges. Works
great on furniture, cabinets, paneling, vinyl, marble and leather.
15200166 CB121289 18 Count 12/cs.
Orange Oil Trigger
Contains natural orange oil and special conditioners to clean and revitalize your wood 
surfaces. The convenient trigger sprayer allows you to quickly and evenly apply.
15206363 CB263637 16 oz. 6/cs.
Wood Cleaner
Versatile cleaner designed for commercial use and formulated with gentle agents and 
conditioners. Cleans dirt and grime leaving behind a residue-free finish. Rinsing and drying
wood is not necessary.
15204956 94956 32 oz. Trigger Sprayer, RTU 6/cs.
15200189 94440 1 gal., Concentrate 4/cs.
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Furniture & Metal Polish

A. OLD ENGLISH® RECKITT BENCKISER

Furniture Oil
Cleans, shines and protects to keep furniture beautiful longer. Helps protect against water
spills. Perfect for use on teak, oak, walnut, cherry and all other natural woods including
today's lighter veneers.
58341863 01863 8 oz., Lemon Oil 12/cs.
Furniture Polish
Contains conditioning Old English Oil to beautify and preserve wood. Cleans, shines and
conditions wood without wax build-up. Protects against dust and fingerprints. Helps prevent
drying and cracking. Contains no CFCs or other ozone-depleting substances.
58344035 74035 121/2 oz. Aerosol, Lemon 12/cs.
Furniture Wipes
Quick and disposable with no residue build-up. Old English wipes remove dust and smudge
marks, condition wood, and help protect furniture from water damage.
58345821 75821 25 Count 12/cs.
Scratch Cover
Helps restore damaged wood surfaces. Hides unsightly scratches and nicks.
58345144 75144 8 oz., Dark Wood 6/cs.
58345462 75462 8 oz., Light Wood 6/cs.

METAL POLISH

B. BRITE STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER PRIME SOURCE®

Water-based formulation cleans, shines and protects. Use on chrome, aluminum, brass and
copper.
75004062 75004062 16 oz. 12/cs.

C. FLARE STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER PRIME SOURCE®

Oil-based formulation helps seal out corrosion. Restores original brilliance to stainless steel.
75004061 75004061 15 oz. 12/cs.

D. BRITE BOY METAL POLISH CARROLL

The premier polish for brass, metal, aluminum, copper and silver. Unique formula stands
alone in performance and ease of use. Cleans, restores and protects. Ready-to-use.
30019212 49211 1 Pint 12/cs.
30019232 49232 32 oz. 12/cs.

E. METAL BRITE METAL CLEANER & BRIGHTENER CARROLL

Mild, multiple acid-based cleaner for copper, aluminum, stainless steel, bronze. Effective in
air conditioning, heating and refrigeration maintenance. Will not damage coils, paint and
other surfaces. Sassafras fragrance. USDA A3.
30018928 38928 1 gal., Red. 4/cs.

F. STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER/POLISH CLAIRE

Contains two special cleaning systems that remove all oil and water-based dirt and grime
from stainless steel in one application. No oily film left behind to attract dirt and fingerprints.
Leaves a clear coating on stainless steel that actually repels dirt, grease and fingerprints.
Formulated without hazardous chlorinated solvents and is safe to use in any food service
area. USDA C1.
25950841 C841 20 oz. 12/cs.

G. STAINLESS STEEL MAINTAINER CLAIRE

Specially formulated to clean, polish and protect stainless steel and a wide variety of other
surfaces in one step. Will not leave behind an oily residue, but will resist fingerprints, grease
and water spatter with a protective coating. The fine mist spray has a light foam application
for the proper amount of product for the cleaning job. Spray out the foam and wipe off with a
clean cloth.
25950844 C844 20 oz. 12/cs.
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